
  Andrews Chapel Restoration Committee 
  Minutes of meeting held July 20, 2016 
 
Members present:  Deb Bogardus, Marilyn Cassidy, Toni DiLisio, Howie   
     Vatcher, Mary Cassidy 
 
 Deb reported that we have  received the invoice from Saulnier for the work 
done on the border around the Chapel floor.  We have also received Ron 
Trepasso’s invoice for staining the baseboards.  These were paid when received. 
 Deb also reported that Gino said that bringing water in for a possible 
restroom will not be possible because the area is on ledge.  Another solution will 
have to be found and this discussion will take place when Dave and Dana can be 
present.  Deb was told that the work on the Handicapped Accessible Ramp will 
start next week. 
 Marilyn reported from research for a rug.   She showed several photos of 
rug designs.  This would be a rug for the center aisle and at the entrance.  The 
cost for a machine made Oriental design rug to fit that area would be 
approximately $1,177 to $1,536 not including a pad and labor.  Mary questioned 
whether a rug in the center aisle was necessary and also stated that it would 
cover up the wood floor that has just been restored. This will be discussed at a 
later meeting with the entire committee. 
 Howie showed the frame for the Isaac Andrews picture that he has 
repaired.  Those present complimented him on the beautiful work.  He also 
repaired the original plaque so that it is now readable.  He will also attach the 
donor plaques to the pews and windows with the help of a template that he 
designed.  He will oversee the final securing of the pews to the floor with the 
DPW workers.  Thank you, Howie! 
 Marilyn suggested a book for the entry table with photos of before and 
after the Andrews Chapel Restoration.  Shutterfly was suggested as a way to 
create this.  We will ask Dave’s help with this.  The idea was well received.  We 
will look into historic bookends for the table, as well.  
 The rest of the meeting was spent deciding the order and placement of the 
donor plaques on the pews and windows using the actual brass plaques.   
 Deb reminded us that the Chapel will be included in Trails and Sails on 
Sept. 23-24.  We all plan to be there to give tours of the Chapel. 
 
Respectfully submitted by Mary Cassidy, secretary  

  
 
     


